
Location-based marketing services


Branded guest access

Get more value from stores & locations through WiFi and Bluetooth

State-of-the-art wireless guest access 
matching your company’s brand.


Analytics

Reliable data-analysis and reporting 
on any level of detail.


Interaction

Open up new channels to communicate 
with your customers.


Integration

Seamless integration with many 
existing and new services. 



Branded guest access

Interaction

State-of-the-art guest WiFi is a great service to offer 
your customers. But why not make it count for your 
business, by adding a personal touch? We make it 
possible to customize your captive portal with logos, 
visuals and easily manageable messages to your 
audience. This will bring your brand to the customer’s 
smartphone, tablet or laptop at a very low cost. 

We also offer a wide range of login methods: e-mail, 
unique customer loyalty keys, Facebook or perhaps 
your own custom form? 

These options will always allow you to find the right 
balance between a hassle-free user experience and 
getting the data you need. 

Picopoint Solutions takes immaculate care for its 
services to always work according to the latest and 
strictest local privacy regulations. We run a tried and 
tested platform that services millions of users each 
month.

Key benefits:

Key features:

    
A great branded service for your customers, right on 
their smartphone; 







Carefree product, that is easily implemented and 
highly scalable;
Works according to the latest and strictest privacy 
regulations.

Once you know who your customers are, you can 
engage in a highly relevant dialogue. Send a request for 
a user rating, retarget frequent buyers or offer a specific 
deal to a niche audience. All through the number one 
shopping accessory: the customer’s smartphone.

Basically, you can now treat your visitors as you would 
handle online traffic: fact-based and event driven. This 
means POS material is interactive and personal for 
every visitor, instead of the outdated ‘one size fits all’ 
model.

If you already have an app for your stores and 
locations, we can use this as a stepping stone to an 
easily accessible WiFi connection. As our platform fully 
supports in-app messaging, also through iBeacons 
(BLE),  it is possible to interact with your customer via 
your own trusted app. 

In addition, customers can also be retargeted at a 
later time for after-sales purposes. All through the 
Gatekeeper dashboard, fully supported by our own in-
house marketing professionals.

Key benefits:

Key features:

Opening up a whole new channel to engage the 
customers you need to reach;







Bringing online and offline marketing together to 
form a well-balanced marketing tool;
Talk to your customers when they are most ready 
to buy: right in your store.

Health monitoring of network; 





Automated app login and many other methods;
Configuration and design of landing pages with a 
built-in preview.

    

Full e-mail campaign engine integrated;

 Supporting SDK for apps;

 Questionnaires and Google trusted ratings.







Analytics

Integration

Once your customers use your WiFi service, a whole 
new world of data and information opens up. How 
many visitors of your venues are male or female? You 
can find out how long they stay (dwell time), whether 
they browsed your website and if they are regulars or 
valuable new customers. The possibilities are endless. 

We will make sure all these new findings will not 
overwhelm you. Our proprietary SaaS platform 
Gatekeeper presents the insights in a clear and easy 
to use dashboard. This allows you to have a central 
overview of over hundreds or thousands of locations, 
right on your desktop. You now have access to realtime 
management information that was previously only 
available in unrelated chunks or on a slow, monthly 
basis. 

On top of this, our Gatekeeper platform has a ‘zero’ 
time to market, even in complex organizations and 
supports multiple languages and supplies a multi-
tenant structure. Gatekeeper’s flexible way of working 
ensures live change management. You will always be 
right on top of the result of your tweaks.

Key benefits:

Key features:

A whole new set of behavioral data, no more blind 
spots;







Gatekeeper is an easy to use platform comparable 
to Google Analytics;
Top-level reporting with the option to drill down all 
the way to store level.

We thoroughly recognize that many organizations 
already use a wide range of marketing tools, databases 
and CRM-suites. Don’t worry, we’ve got you covered.

Through our stable APIs we can connect with many 
industry standard software. This enables you to 
incorporate our newly gathered data into your current 
analytics suites. Or connect it to your own outbound 
software, through multiple JSON and XML APIs.

Either way, you will have a seamless integration of 
information. Now you can support the best possible 
engagement with your customers.  

Key benefits:

Key features:

Use your own familiar platform, but enrich it with 
our new opportunities;







A wide range of APIs, always connecting new 
services;
Supporting both data extraction and outbound 
marketing.

Footfall counting, heatmapping and customer flow;

 Compatible with hardware vendors like LANCOM 
Systems, Ruckus Wireless, Aerohive Networks, 
Extreme Networks, Aruba, Cisco Meraki, EnGenius, 
MikroTik and others.

E-commerce accounts are generated through the 
WiFi login and vice versa;



 Comprehensive integration with your existing 
loyalty programs.



As we value a branded and 
carefree experience for all our 
customers, we partnered with 
Picopoint Solutions to offer this in 
a wireless environment.

Contact us
Picopoint Solutions
Helium 12
4751 XB Oud Gastel
The Netherlands

About Picopoint
Picopoint Solutions is an IT/Marketing company 
that delivers location-based marketing services over 
a wireless connection, directly to the customer’s 
smartphone. This ranges from guest access to data 
analytics, and from custom campaigns to two-way 
communication with visitors.

VodafoneZiggo
VodafoneZiggo is the largest 
telecom and cable operator in the 
Netherlands and offers television, 
internet and fixed and mobile 
telephony to 9.7 million subscribers. 

VodafoneZiggo provides various WiFi services in 
both a business-to-business environment, as to direct 
customers. This ranges from free city-WiFi to paid 
solutions for hospitality brands. Picopoint Solutions 
provides VodafoneZiggo with branded guest access, 
customer data and insights in customer behavior.

Amsterdam RAI





Part of the recent upgrades to 
ensure success was the inclusion 
of Picopoint Solutions and their 
Gatekeeper technology, thereby 
allowing guest access throughout 
this impressive location.





Amsterdam RAI Convention 
Centre welcomes more than 2 
million visitors each year and 
has recognized the need for 

reliable public access to the internet. Their mission as 
a venue is to offer the market a top international event 
location with ‘fit for purpose’ solutions, delivering the 
best possible experience in what is one of the world’s 
most vibrant cities.

t.   +31 165 74 72 00
e.   info@picopoint.com
w.  www.picopoint.com


